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Abstract 

Based on fuzzy mathematics and the neural network method, with the combination of fault datas of B737NG aircraft flight control
system and experts experiences, this paper built a fuzzy neural network (FNN) fault diagnosis model which can intuitively express 
the relevance of fault symptoms and fault reasons. By Simulation and analysis, the fault diagnosis accuracy of FNN is much higher
than only BP neural network, The research makes fault positioning more accurate and valid, improves the efficiency of 
maintenance, as well as ensures flight safety and provides a new point of view for establishing the aviation maintenance auxiliary
decision system. 
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1. Preface

As a kind of  fast and efficient vehicles, the operation state of civilian aircraft not only affects flight safety, but also
closely relate to aircraft service life cycle. Flight control system is an important part of the aircraft system, its 
reliability is critical for flight safety, therefore accuracy and efficiency of the fault diagnosis methods are necessary 
for flight control system. Current fault diagnosis methods of flight control system are mainly based on analytical
signal processing and intelligent fault diagnosis. As aircraft system becomes increasingly complex, the relationship 
between fault states and fault features presents nonlinear. So using single recognition method is hard to discern fault 
reasons. Combining fuzzy logic coping with uncertain information and artificial neural network’s good processing 
capacity, adaptive ability and associative memory ability, the fault diagnosis method of fuzzy neural network can 
solve the multidimensional space mode or the nonlinear identification problems. It is suitable for complicated system 
which have multiple failure features and signs. Taking the fault data of B737NG aircraft flight control system in the  
past three years as an example, based on the fuzzy neural network (FNN), this paper establishes an efficient fault 
diagnosis model, it makes the fault positioning more accurate and valid. 

2. Fuzzy neural network structure and learning algorithm

2.1. FNN Structure 

Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN) is a kind of handling fuzzy information neural network system that is composed all 
or part of fuzzy neurons. Similar to general neural network, Fuzzy Neural Network presents many types. It usually can 
be divided into feedforward fuzzy neural network and feedback fuzzy neural network. This paper uses feedforward 
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fuzzy neural network which can realize fuzzy mapping relation. Generally speaking, a feedforward fuzzy neural 
network is made up of five parts: input layer, fuzzification layer, fuzzy reasoning layer (fuzzy relation mapping nets 
layer), defuzzification layer and output layer [1]. As shown in figure 1 : 
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Fig.1 Architecture of Fuzzy Neural Network 

As accepting external signals layer, input layer transfers external signals to fuzzification layer, namely fault 
phenomena; 
Fuzzification layer adopts fuzzy mathematics, combines experts experiences and actuality fault data, considers 
fault reasons to attain memberships, gives the corresponding weights coefficient, and then obtains the relation 
matrix between fault phenomena and fault reasons; 
Fuzzy reasoning layer uses the relation matrix and BP algorithm to generate fault diagnosis model; 
Defuzzification layer processes these data to be defuzzy and transfers the results to output layer; 
Output layer gives definite results of the whole system, namely diagnosed fault reasons.

2.2. FNN learning algorithm 

FNN learning algorithm combines actuality fault datas and experts experiences to attain memberships. It uses fuzzy 
mathematical method to establish diagnostic matrix, then according to the diagnosis matrix and by BP algorithm, 
generates fault diagnosis model, finally outputs fault reasons, and realizes the positioning of faults. 
(1) Establish diagnostic matrix 

Fault diagnosis matrix indicates the relationship between fault phenomena and fault reasons, which can be obtained 
by summarizing numbers of fault reasons to get membership. Combining experts experiences and actuality fault data 
with this, corresponding weight coefficients can be got. 

uppose a fault has i fault phenomena (database represents by phenomenon codes), xi represents the sequence of i 
fault phenomenon, the state variables take 1 or 0, X=(x1,x2…xn) is the fault phenomenon vector. Suppose a fault has j 
fault reasons (database represents by fault codes), yj represents the state variable of fault reasons, Y=(y1,y2…ym) is the 
fault reason vector. ij  reP presents fuzzy membership that fault phenomena are belonging to fault reasons: i=1,…,n; 
j=1,…m, thus we can build diagnosis matrix P[2]:
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                                                                            1) determine initial actuality membership R=(rij) by using actuality fault data;                                                    
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2) determine the initial expert membership by using experts experiences; 
Experts experience membership is attained from a number of first work experts; 

3) Suppose the weight of fault data is z1, the weight of experts experiences is z2,

z1+z2=1                                                                                                                                                            (3) 

z1rij+z2mij=Pij                                                                                                                                               4
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4) In a new fault it can adopt weight correction of probability approximation, if experts experiences are correct, 
actuality datas are wrong(in actuality fault cases, the smaller probability faults occur), z1 plus corresponding 
coefficient T, z2 minus coefficient T, 

iphnomenonfaultofnumberstotalthe
1T = 5

If actuality data are correct, experts experiences are wrong, it is the same way, whereas if actuality datas and 
experts experiences are both correct or both incorrect, the weights are unchanged. 
5) Weight correction of coefficient delamination. According to the characteristics of field maintenance and because 

of craft or airline climate and other reasons, some parts malfunction continuously; hereby constantly modifying 
coefficient appropriately is a kind of good method. As shown in table 1: 

Table 1 Coefficient reference 

Membership of experts 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Membership of actual examples 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0

Of course, according to different situations and actual diagnosis needs, it can modify the distribution interval of 
weight coefficients. For example, for some faults, experts are more experienced, meanwhile actual historical examples 
also happened many times, here the weights allocation affects outcomes seriously, thus it can be divided interval 
smaller and more limited. 
(2) Generate fault diagnosis model 

According to the diagnosis matrix and by BP algorithm, fault diagnosis model can be achieved. According to fault 
phenomena, fault reasons can be found, thus it locates the fault positioning more accurate. The simulation is 
completed through Matlab software; specific training function will be explained in the diagnosis example. 

3. Applications of fault diagnosis 

This paper took certain B737NG aircraft flight control system of A/P(autopilot) operating abnormal failure data in 
the past three years as an example, classified fault phenomena and fault reasons, established Fuzzy Neural Network 
fault diagnosis model and locating positions of fault by using the model.

Fault phenomena: x1 indicates after A/P engaged, jittering when  turning (12 times in all); x2 indicates after A/P 
engaged, jittering when climbing or descending (seven times in all); x3 indicates after A/P engaged, jittering (ten times 
in all); x4 indicates A/P pitch channel automatically disengaged (13 times in all); x5 indicates A/P roll channel 
automatically disengaged (15 times in all); x6 indicates A/P automatically disengaged (eight times in all); x7 indicates 
A/P is jittering when engaging (seven times in all). 

Failure reasons: y1 indicates vertical gyro breaks down; y2 indicates A/P pitch channel breaks down; y3 indicates 
A/P roll channel breaks down; y4 indicates system intervally breaks down; y5 indicates flight control computer breaks 
down; y6 indicates aileron force limiting device breaks down; y7 indicates elevator actuator canister breaks down; y8
indicates aileron power control component breaks down; y9 indicates aileron actuator canister breaks down; y10
indicates stabilizer balancing motor breaks down. 

The numbers of fault reasons are summarized according to actuality failure data as shown in chart 2: 

Table 2 the numbers of faults 

Fault phenomenon xi The numbers of fault yj

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9 y10

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
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According to formula (2) it fuzzifies the data of istori  mem  as fo s: table 2, and then gets h cal data bership R llow
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Because of limited actuality fault data, the paper sets experts experience weight a little bit bigger and actuality fault 
data weight a little bit smaller, thus the result of fault diagnosis model will be more precise. Simulation of the original 
data also proved this point. Here the weight of expert e ce is e we  actu  fault
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According to the historical data membership to create the BP neural network, including P = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0, 
0 0 0 0 0, 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0, 1 0 0 0 0, 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0, 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0, 1 1 0 0 0 1, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 1 0 0 0 0 0 1; 1 0 0] '; T 
= [0.444 0.333 0.111 0.111 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0.25 0.125 0.5 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0.125 0.667 0 0.333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 and 0.5 0.5 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.143; 0.571 0 0.143 0 0.143 0.375 0 0 0; 0.375 0.125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.125; 0.2 0.2 0 0.4 0 0 0 0; 0.1 0.1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] '; hidden neurons is 21, the number of output is 10, set hidden 
transfer function is s-type tangent function: tansig, because the range of output is 0-1, so the output layer function is s-
type logarithm function: logsig, training function uses gradient descent method(traingdx) which has momentum and 
adaptive lr. According to the fuzzy diagnosis matrix, FNN fault diagnosis model is constructed. It still uses the same 
BP algorithm, hidden layer function, output function and training function. Only objective function changes into 
formula (8). Through the references [4] and [5], simulating the two diagnosis models respectively, two error curves 
show as figure 2 : 
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Fig.2(a) Error curve of BP Network; (b) Error curve of FNN 
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Through figure 2 and figure 3, we can see that achieving the same error level 10-4, the time of FNN model is shorter 
than simple BP network model, thus FNN method improves diagnosis speed largely. 

4. Analysis and Verification 

In order to verify the reliability and accuracy of diagnosis model, we select two fault vectors and simulate by BP 
neural network and FNN method respectively, and compare the results. 

Using actuality fault data membership only, we create a BP neural network model, for two fault vectors, the results 
of simulation are as follows; to establish fuzzy neural network fault diagnosis model as the same way, for the same 
fault vectors, the results of simulation are as follows: 

Fig.3(a) Diagnosis results of BP Network; (b) Diagnosis results of FNN 

It can be seen from the diagnosis results, when fault input vector is [0 1 0 1 0 1 0], namely fault phenomena x2 x4

and x6 appear. Actuality data creates a BP neural network fault diagnosis model, and fault reasons are y1 y2 y4 and 
y5; combining actuality fault data and expert experiences, in FNN diagnosis model, also using BP algorithm diagnosis, 
fault reasons are y2 and y4. Compared with the practical fault reasons, the results are just y2 and y4. When fault input 
vector is [1 0 1 0 1 1 0], namely fault phenomena x1, x3, x5 and x6 appear, actuality data creates a BP neural network 
fault diagnosis, and fault reasons are y1, y2 y5 and y6; combining actuality fault data and expert experiences together, 
in FNN diagnosis, also using BP algorithm diagnosis, fault reasons are y1 and y6. Compared with the practical fault 
reasons, y1 and y6 are correct. It can be concluded that the diagnosis results from fuzzy neural network fault diagnosis 
model are more actual than BP network model’s, meanwhile the FNN diagnosis model is more accurate and quick, so 
fuzzy neural network fault diagnosis model method is more superior than neural network fault diagnosis model both in 
precision and speed. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper, taking B737NG aircraft as an example, summarizes fault data of A/P of flight control system . By 
establishing fuzzy neural network (FNN) fault diagnosis model, it indicates complicated relationship of fault 
phenomena and fault reasons intuitively. Through Simulation and analysis of an example, it proves that the fault 
diagnosis rate of FNN is much higher than only BP neural network, The research makes the fault positioning more 
accurate and valid. It improves maintenance efficiency, ensures flight safety and lower the cost of maintenance. It also 
provides a new point of view for establishing the aviation maintenance auxiliary decision system.
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